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The ARPA Network provides the capability for geographically separated computers called Hosts to communicate w'.th each other and with a wide variety of terminal devices. Each Host computer Is connected to the ARPA Network through a small computer which is called an Interface Message Processor (IMP). Terminals are connected to the AHPA Network through a Terminal IMP (TIP)
•Uch consists of an IMP and a Multi-Line Controller (MLC). A typical node on the ARPA Network is shown in Figure 1 This document contains the information for connecting terminals and modems to the TIP.
Terminals Which Can Be Connected to the TIP
Appendix B provides a description of the terminals which have been successfully connected to the TIP. If it is desired to connect R terminal which is not described in Appendix B, consult Section 3 Tor the terminal specification. Terminals which violate the software specification (Table 3 -1) may also be connected by appropriate software modifications. Be certain to contact BBN early if software modifications are necessary.
Connection of Terminals to the TIP
The sections listed below describe the details of Terminal Interfacing. In many cases, this detail will not be necessary for connecting year terminal to the TIP.
• If your terminal is described In Appendix B, follow the re1evant suggestions.
9/72 • If your terminal has a 25-pin plug, try plugging it into an LIU (located at the bottom of the TIP) whicii has a "T" label. If this works, set the terminals rate to 110, 150, or 300 baud, and type E. HELLO means that you are connected. Refer to the Veer f 8
Guide to the Terminal IMP, BBM Report No. 2183 .
If these methods fail, you should consult the following sectionc of this manual:
Section 2 gives a brief description of the configuration of a TIP. The subsection on data flow in the MLC (2.2) may help you determine the problem by means of the display console indicators.
Section 3 gives specifications for terminal connection. Through studying this you may bo able to determine what is wrong.
Section l \ discusses modems.
If you succeed in connecting a terminal which is not listed, please let us know in some detail how it was done, and how well it works. Please contact:
Network Control Center Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. 50 Moulton Street Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
The same address may be used for obtaining further information.
The User's Point of View on Terminal Connection
It is strongly suggested that anyone intending to connect terminals to the TIP, as ul as anyone wishing to know how the TIP is used, read the User':; luide to the Terminal IMP, BBN Report No. 2183.
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The topics of particular interest in connecting terminals are A photograph of a TIP is shown in Figure 2 -2 which indicates the location of these assemblies. The option drawer above the main processor contains additional network (as opposed to terminal) modem interfaces and Host interfaces. The H3l6 main frame drawer houses the basic processor. The MLC drawer is immediately below the processor, and holds the MLC ommon logic. On the front of this drawer is tiie MLC console. At the bottom of the TIP is the LIU rack, which holds the LIU cards.
Throughout the remainder of this section, we will not make any effort to distinguish between the contributions of the LIU and the Common Logic tu a port'., function.
General Hardware Considerations
Data Format -The MLC hardware data format is bit serial with characters framed by start and stor. bits: The fields B0UTDAT, BINDAT, SIZE, INRATE and 0UTRATE have the Least significant bit on the right.
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The upper half of the MLC console is associated with the central logic which is common to all lines. The lower ha]f displays the status of an individual line. The line to be displayed is selected by entering the line number into the LINE SELECT switches. The setting of these switches concerns only the display and in no way afreets the internal functioning of the MLC. The line number 
Input
The input block diagram is shown in Figure 2 .2-3. The input section provides these functions:
• 6 status inputs • Input data path • Variable input rates
• External clock
The status inputs (MSTAT0 through MSTAT5) a."-direct irput paths which may be read at any time by the processor. Their use will be described in the subsection on software (2.3).
The input character la assembled in the Input Data Shift Register When complete, it is transferred into the Buffered Input Data Register', from which it is transferred to the mainframe memory. The character length is determined by SIZE, and the rate by INRATE. If the rate is specified as octal 17, the clock for the Input Data Shift Register is taken externally on the path External Input Clock. The Input Data is captured on Ue negative edge of the signal on LIU pin El? or E25. If the Input Data line is held sfacing during the first stop bit of a character, the line i i . determined to be breaking, and BRK is set.
The last character received is held in BINDAT.
Output
The output block diagram is shown in Figure 2 .2-2. The output section provides these functions:
• k control outputs • Output data path 14 6/73
• Variable output rate • External clock
The control output" (MCBIN 0 through MCBIN 3) arc direct output paths which are controlled by the software. Their use will be described in the subsection on software (2.3). The TIP software is currently undergoing changes to expand its capabilities; this subsection describes the way the software uses the MLC now. The TIP User's Guide should be read for information concerning software facilities available to the user.
At this time, the software handles the control and status bits in this way:
• MSTAT ^,1,3,4,5, are ignored by the software.
• MCBIN 0,1,2 are held ON by the software.
• MCBIN 3 is held ON, except for a short (approximately 1/2 sec.) period following an ON to OFF transition of MSTAT 2, during which it goes OFF.
• MSTAT 2 is used by trie TIP software to determine that the terminal is connected to the TIP, and able to transfer data. If "hunt" mode is enabled for this device, an ON to OFF transition of this signal initiates "hunt" mode.
Also, at this time, the software is not capable of keeping output lines full at speeds greater than about 3000 baud.
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TERMINAL/TIP INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
This section specifies the interface between a terminal and the TIP. See Section 4 for connections involving modems. It is hoped that by examining this section, an engineer will be able to determine whether he has met the conditions necessary for pi oper operation of a terminal connected to the TIP,
To a large extent, the TIP follows EIA Standard RS-232C. Familiarity with that document is recommended. The pin allocations specified by that standard are given inside the front cover.
In order to connejt a terminal to the TIP without modems, each must look like a modem to the other. Input and output connections are therefore cross-connected at the LIU pads, as shown in in the future.
If may be that a group desiring to use another type of modem could coax that modem to work within the available software and hardware structure. For -.hat purpose, this section will try to describe the difficulties in using half-duplex moderns, the use of synchronous modem:>, and the manner in which the 103 modem is supported.
Half-Duplex Modems
Half-duplex modems are modems in which data on the primary data channel can flow in only one direction at a time. Data cannot flow both ways at the same time. There may or may not be a "secondary" or "supervisory" channel which points in the direction opposite the primary channel. The essential problem involved in half-duplex operation is control of the direction of data flow on the primary channel. Signiricant questions are:
• What protocol should be adopted for turning the line around-special control characters, or use of a secondary channel?
• Which end (If either) is in control of the channel?
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• If the terminal Is receiving a large listing, how can the user terminate the output when the channel is pointing the wrong way?
• Who should do the echoing and when?
These problems are clearly a matter of convention. 
Synchronous Modems
Synchronous modems normally do not use the character format shown in '/igure 3-1. Such a connection to the TIP does not work. However, the TIP should be able to use synchronous modems provided that the characters are framed by start and stop bits, and that the synchronous modem Is similar enough to a modem which is supported by the software. The device rate must be set to 1/ octal through the use of ) DEVICE RATE 1023. This disables Hunt mode, therefore when this modem is disconnected from the LIU, remember to reenable "hunt" i.iode with 0 DEVICE RATE £453^ (for example). See TIP User's Guide.
103 Modems

Description:
The Beli Telephone 103 modem is a low-speed (up to 300 baud), asynchronous, full-duplex modem for use on private leased lines or the swltcned telephone network.
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Connection:
See Table ^ 
Connection to tl<e TIP:
This terminal comes with an EIA RS-232B interface which may be connected directly to a "T" LIU card (see Appendix A). The DATA TERMINAL READY lead is controlled by the POWER switch, and is not affected by any keyboard buttons.
The parity swifch should be set to 1; the others may be set as desired.
Operation:
When the terminal comes on, make sure the rate is set to 110, 150, or 300, and type E. ::n this case, SHIFT and E caure the character U to be produced, so Just type E. When HELLO is received, it is possible to set up other device rates as described in the TIP User's Guide, then the terminal can be changed to the other speed.
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Preceding page blank •According to the Hazeltine Service Representative, there is a design flaw in the power supply, such that about one time in ten power does nut come up properly. If this happens, turn power off, wait 13 seconds and try again. If any difficulty occurs in ordering these options, contact B3N.
Description:
The IBM 27^1-is a hard-copy terminal which operates at 13 1 !.5 baud, half-duplex. Its Keyboard and printer are very similar to a Selectric typewriter.
Connection to the TIP:
With he 27^1 equipped as required, it 1 only necessary to plug its I.
-ompatible plug Into an LIU which has been configured for tc nals ^see Appendix A). 
Connection to the TIP: This terminal comes with the Multipurpose Asynchronous Serial
Interface which provides an EIA connector which may be connected directly to a "T" LIU card (see Appendix A).
The controls can be set as desired.
Operation:
When the terminal comes ON, make sure the rate is set to 110, 130, or 300 and type E. When HELLO is received, it is possible to set up other device rates as described in the TIP User's Guide
The terminal can then be switched to that rate.
Turning power off disconnects the terminal.
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TELETYPE MODEL 37
Version: K3R
For proper connection to the TIP, the "OUT OF SERVICE" feature must be available:
Description:
The 37 KSR TTY set is a heavy duty hard copy terminal capable of operating at 100 or 150 words per minute (110 or 150 baud). It is capable of printing upper and lower case, and may be used over a 103 modem. It has many variable user features.
Connection to the TIP:
To connect a 37 TTY to the TIP, it is necessary to strap the following options. These jumpers are found on card #322068 which is in slot XZ109 of the Teletype. In order to have the OUT OF SERVICE switch control the motor power, it is necessary to connect DATA SET READY to DATA TERMINAL READY on the LIU card. Table TTY 37-1 shows the connection which produces this configuration.
Operation:
When the teletype is connected in this way, the OUT OF SERVICE button has the effect of a POWER switch for the motor circuitry. The logic is, however, always ON. Therefore, when the OUT OF SERVICE light is ON, the TTY is OFF. Pushing the OUT OF SERVICE button will turn the motor on, anri initiate "hunt" mode in the TIP (if enabled). Pushing that button again disconnects the Teletype, and turns off the motor. In his configuratior, this terminal can still be used over 103 modems.
Full-half duplex options may be selected by straps on card #32206? which is in locati i XZ107.
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